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The Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) oscillates seasonally in the North Atlantic Ocean, its mean position moving between the Equator in February and 10°N in August-September. Further, during its annual march, the ITCZ 
remains oriented SW-NE, with 10° of latitude difference across the Atlantic. As a consequence, Ekman convergence-divergence changes zonally and seasonally, setting up the sea-surface absolute dynamic topography (ADT) that 
drives geostrophic currents in the tropical ocean and the adjacent subtropical gyres. The clearest example is the seasonal growth of the North Equatorial Counter Current (NECC) at 6-8°N, as an intense eastward jet in the tropical 
North Atlantic amid the westward South Equatorial Current (SEC): the surface winds cause zonal bands of meridional Ekman convergence (3-7°N) and divergence (7-13°N) that lead to a ridge-valley ADT pattern, with the NECC 
unfolding at those latitudes of large latitudinal ADT gradients (6-8°N). The NECC  starts in the eastern Atlantic in May and progresses west, fed through inputs from the interior gyres – anticyclonic near the low-latitude ridge and 
cyclonic around the northern valley, the latter related to the northern subtropical cell – and only after August it fuels from the North Brazil Current (NBC) retroflection. The northern position of the ITCZ prevents analogous jets and 
retroflections to occur in the southern hemisphere, yet the location where the SEC bifurcates (into the northward NBC and the southward Brazil Current) changes between January (8°S) and June (16°S). Further, between April and 
July, a ridge-valley ADT distribution appears in the western tropical South Atlantic, giving rise to cyclonic-anticyclonic motions near 12°S-6°S. 
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1. Surface forcing
The seasonal motion of the ITCZ is the principal driver for the surface and 
thermocline layers (down to about 400 m) currents in the tropical Atlantic Ocean 
(Fig. 1). The latitudinal gradients in meridional Ekman transport drive the sea-
surface ADT (and thickness of the surface layers) and the surface zonal 
transports (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Monthly maps for the (left) surface pressure and winds and (right) the sea-surface 
absolute dynamic topography (adapted from Castellanos et al. 2015).

Fig. 2. Time latitude plots of (top) the latitudinal gradients in meridional Ekman transport 
(per unit length; positive values denote divergence, m s-1), (center) the ADT (cm), and 
(bottom) and Argo-inferred surface zonal transports (per unit length, positive values 

denote eastward transports, m2 s-1). Adapted from Castellanos et al. (2015).
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2. Zonal jets and tropical surface recirculations
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The surface tropical Atlantic is dominated by zonal currents. The seasonal development of the NECC is 
related to the annual march of the ITCZ, setting the western end of the SEC, its northward bifurcation 
and the starting point of the NECC (Figs. 3, 4). Between 2±N and 6±S, the westward currents weaken at 
the time of weak winds but also between September-October as a result of latitudinal flow diversions.

Fig. 3. (Left) Zonal and (right) meridional monthly currents as inferred from the trajectory of Argo floats 
(adapted from Rosell-Fieschi et al., 2015).

Fig. 4. (Left) Intensity 
of WindSat surface 

winds and Argo-
inferred zonal surface 
currents (m s-1), with 

the location of the 
ITCZ. (Right)  Argo-

deduced surface 
velocity vectors with 
the location of the 

ITCZ (blue line) and 
the boundary between 

the westward SEC 
and the eastward 
NECC (red line). 

Adapted from Rosell-
Fieschi et al. (2015).

3. Thermocline recirculations
The thermocline North Atlantic tropical ocean is characterized by the cyclonic 
subtropical cell in its upper central waters (uCW, top 300 m) and by an anticyclonic 
circulation in its lower central waters (lCW, 300-500 m). Consequently, the uCW
feed from the zonal jets with western influence from the subtropical gyre, while the 
lCW have significant subtropical inputs at the eastern boundary (Figs. 5, 6).

Fig. 5. (Left) Proportion and (right) standard deviation of North Atlantic CW (NACW) at the 26.5 and 27.1 potential 
density levels (about 200 and 400 m respectively). The solid lines on the left and right panels represent the 

concentration of dissolved oxygen and the proportion of NACW. Reproduced from Peña-Izquierdo et al. (2015).

Fig. 6. Temperature-salinity diagrams with the definition of NACW and South Atlantic CW 
(SACW) types. The inset serves to illustrate the change in ventilation nbetween uCW and 

lCW near the oxygen minimum zone. Adapted from Peña-Izquierdo et al. (2015).
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4. Parcel trajectories
Parcel trajectories in the surface 
and thermocline waters, either 
from Argo profilers or model 
outputs, hint at the cyclonic 
tropical gyres as the responsible 
for connecting the subtropical  
and tropical oceans, with 
substantial seasonality driven by 
the ITCZ (Figs. 1, 7).
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Fig. 7. Backward trajectories for particles launched (left) at (5N, 46W), as inferred from 10-m Argo trajectories and as deduced from the 200-m climatological outputs 
from the ECCO2 model, and (right) at (5.5S, 34W), as inferred from the 200-m climatological outputs from the ECCO2 model. The color bar represents days before 
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Take home message
The northern location of the 
ITCZ is responsible for 
substantial ventilation of the 
tropical North Atlantic, with 
seasonal storage and release of 
upper thermocline waters via 
zonal jets. There is nothing alike 
in the tropical South Atlantic, 
with the SEC drainage being 
mainly provided  through 
diffusive mesoscale processes.
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